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Abstract 
Dissipative action, the product of dissipation energy and transport time, is fundamental to the dynamic failure of solids. Invariance of the 
dissipative action underlies the fourth-power nature of structured shock waves observed in selected solid metals and compounds.  
Dynamic failure through shock compaction, tensile spall and adiabatic shear are also governed by a constancy of the dissipative action. 
This commonality underlying the various modes of dynamic failure is described and leads to deeper insights into failure of solids in the 
intense shock wave event. These insights in turn are leading to a better understanding of the shock deformation processes underlying the 
fourth-power law. Experimental result and material models encompassing the dynamic failure of solids are explored for the purpose of 
demonstrating commonalities leading to invariance of the dissipation action. Calculations are extended to aluminum and uranium metals 
with the intent of predicting micro-scale energetics and spatial scales in the structured shock wave.  
Keywords: shock wave; compaction; spall; adiabatic shear; action  
1. Introduction 
A fourth-power law underlying the steady shock-wave structure and solid viscosity of condensed material has been 
observed for a wide range of metals and non-metals.  The fourth-power law relates the steady-wave Hugoniot pressure to 
the fourth power of the strain rate during passage of the material through the structured shock wave.  Preceding the fourth-
power law was the observation in a shock transition that the product of the shock dissipation energy and the shock transition 
time is a constant independent of the shock pressure amplitude.  Invariance of this energy-time product implies the fourth-
power law.  This property of the shock transition in solids was initially identified as a shock invariant.  More recently it has 
been referred to as the dissipative action, although no relationship to the accepted definitions of action in mechanics has 
been demonstrated. This same invariant property has application to a wider range of transient failure in solids.  Invariance of 
the dissipative action has application to tensile spall fracture, to failure through adiabatic shear, to shock compaction of 
granular media, and perhaps others.  Through models of the failure processes a clearer picture is emerging of the physics 
underlying the dissipative action and the observed invariance.  These insights in turn are leading to a better understanding of 
the shock deformation processes underlying the fourth-power law. Experimental results and material models encompassing 
the dynamic failure of solids are explored for the purpose of demonstrating commonalities leading to invariance of the 
dissipation action. Calculations are extended to aluminum and uranium metals with the intent of predicting micro-scale 
energetics and spatial structure.  
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2. The Structured Shock Waves 
When shock wave diagnostics are used that are capable of measuring the time-resolved pressure or particle velocity 
history of the shock wave with reasonable fidelity, barring certain critical state phenomena such as phase transitions, shock 
profiles are sensibly sigmoidal in shape. It has become common to quantify the wave risetime through an assessment of the 
strain rate of the fastest rising portion near the midpoint of the wave.  A plot of this shock wave strain rate on the abscissa 
against the pressure jump on the ordinate has quantified much of the structured shock wave measurements.  A plot of 
experimental data for selected metals obtained with velocity interferometer instrumentation is shown in Fig. 1a.  This plot 
includes most of the original data on solid metals of Swegle and Grady [1] used to illustrate the unique features of this 
representation of steady time-resolved shock wave profiles. 
The observation of near invariance of the product of shock dissipation energy and the structured-wave time duration was 
first noted in computer replications of experimental shock waves in quartz [2]. Whether the same invariance of energy 
dissipated multiplied by the time over which dissipation ensues would similarly hold for a steady structured shock wave was 
subsequently explored [3].  It is shown that invariance of this product implies to first order a fourth-power relationship 
between the strain rate characteristic of the steady wave and the amplitude of the shock-wave pressure [3],[4].  Seminal 
steady-wave data for aluminum available at the time was consistent with the fourth-power behavior and hence invariance of 
the energy-time product.  Subsequent experimental work expanded the observed fourth power behavior to a broader range 
of materials [1].  More recent results have extended this invariance observation over a markedly broader range of shock 
amplitudes for aluminum [5]. 
 
Fig. 1.  Experimental measurements of dependence between the shock pressure and the strain rate of structured steady waves in the shock compression of 
(a) selected metals and (b) granular compounds.  
Consider single-phase, steady-wave shock compression of a solid in the weak shock limit such that third-order tangency 
renders the principal Hugoniot and isentrope approximately coincident over the compression range of interest. Deviator 
strength is ignored and the material undergoes single shock compression.  The Hugoniot is reasonably described by a linear 
shock velocity versus particle velocity relation oU C Su  . The specific energy dissipated on the Hugoniot is 
approximately [3], 2 3 3o hC SG H E . Let htG H H  provide a measure of the temporal width of the structured steady shock 
wave where H  characterizes the nominal rate of strain to the Hugoniot state hH .  Define the specific dissipative action by,  
  42 2 4 513  ( )o o o h ht C S C p pG G U Hª º  « »¬ ¼A E O  , (1) 
yielding to lowest order a fourth-power dependence between the steady wave strain rate and the Hugoniot pressure. The 
property A  to lowest order is found to be sensibly constant for steady structured shock compression over several decades of 
strain rate for a number of elemental and composite materials [4]. 
Distended powders of selected compounds is another class of materials for which structured steady shock wave 
measurements have been performed [6].  Shock pressure versus steady wave strain rate for three compounds is shown on the 
right in Fig. 1b. The materials are respectively quartz sand (SiO2), granular tungsten carbide (WC) and mullite 
(3Al2O3•2SiO2). Test samples were initially 40-45% porous. The structured wave data shown in Fig. 1b fail to exhibit the 
fourth-power behavior characteristic of the metals and solid compounds. 
The Hugoniot compaction data of granular compounds are sensibly described with a power-law shock compaction 
relation of the form   ( )h c cp DH V H H . Consequently, a rigid-compaction model (shock compaction up a Rayleigh line 
and decompression down a vertical path) provides for the specific energy dissipated in the shock compaction event of 
( ) 2 oohpG H H U E . With the structured wave compaction time of tG H H , the product of the energy and time yields, 
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Constancy of the energy-time product requires that strain rate exhibit a power-law dependence on Hugoniot pressure 
according to ~ nhpH  where  2n D D  . Note that as the power D of  the analytic model point wise converges to the 
snow-plow model with fixed compaction strain cH  and a power of 1n  . Curves base on the constancy of Eq. (2) are 
compared with the experimental data in Fig. 1b and are in sensible agreement.  
Computational modeling of unsteady structured shock wave measurements on vanadium metal was performed by 
Swegle [7]. A visco-plastic model replicative of the fourth-power steady-wave behavior described the unsteady wave and 
transition to steady wave behavior.  In particular, the study again demonstrated constancy of the product of the dissipation 
energy and the unsteady wave time duration.   
  Over a range of structured wave data for both solid and granular media, constancy of the energy-time product, the 
dissipative action, appears to provide a more unifying rule than does the more familiar fourth power relation. 
3. Spall Fracture 
Spall is the process of internal failure of solid matter through a mechanism of fracture cavitation due to stresses in excess 
of the tensile strength of the material. Spall is one of the defining modes of dynamic failure in solids.  Before addressing the 
spall event, consider the thought experiment of an isolated sphere of solid material of diameter D subjected to a tensile 
load V . Fracture failure of the sample requires elastic strain energy sufficient to supply the necessary fracture surface energy 
* .  Before failure through fracture, stress versus strain response of the material is described by an elastic modulus E.  
Failure of the specimen requires at a minimum that the elastic strain energy available to accommodate fracture satisfy, 
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Thus, a minimum criterion for failure through fracture is that the elastic strain energy per unit mass exceed 3 DG U *E .  
Failure is not instantaneous.  Momentum and energy transport from nether regions of the sample to the site of failure places 
also a time constraint on the failure event. With an elastic wave speed of co, failure from inception to completion occurs 
over a time period of order ot D cG  . The product of the required energy and the transport time to failure is, 
 3 ot cG G U  *A E  . (4) 
This ratio of the fracture surface energy to elastic impedance with dimension of specific action provides an invariant 
minimum criterion for fracture failure of the body irrespective of the specimen size.  
This elemental example is precursor to a model of dynamic spall failure. The spherical region is now centered at some 
arbitrary point within the material subjected to a uniform time-dependent tensile stress. The time of tensile loading is 
quantified by a nominal rate of strain H .  Diameter of the sphere now depends on the time of tensile loading until failure and 
on the speed of sound of the material.  Calculation of failure through tensile fracture is constrained to the domain of material 
within the spherical region. Statistically uniform failure, of course, occurs throughout the body as the location of the sphere 
center is arbitrary. Although introduced modestly differently, this is the same spall fracture and fragmentation model 
introduced previously as the energy-horizon theory [8]. The surface of the expanding sphere determines the correlation 
horizon within which failure proceeds independent of the material history outside of the horizon.  Tension increases with 
time until the specific elastic strain energy is sufficient to accommodate the fracture surface energy necessary to failure 
within the expanding horizon.  At the critical state strain energy and time are calculated, 
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The product of the specific failure energy and the time to failure yields the constant relation independent of the rate of 
loading to the spall critical state, 
 3o o ot cU  *A E  . (6) 
 With the relations in Eq. (5) the elastic tension and the characteristic size of regions can be calculated when this minimum 
state of spall failure is achieved.  Identifying the tensile spall stress through 2 2 22o s ocV U E , and characteristic breakup size 
through the diameter of the horizon volume 2s o ox c t , expressions are obtained for the spall stress sV  and nominal 
fragment size xs.  Although fracture resistance at the loading strain rates and spatial scales of the spall failure event need not 
correspond to more common fracture toughness properties of solids, such fracture toughness measurements often provide a 
sensible first-order estimate of the spall fracture strength of the material and corresponding nominal fragment size. 
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Accordingly, relating fracture toughness to the fracture energy through 2 22c oK cU*  ,  relations for the spall stress and 
average fragment size become, 
    2/31/323 ,       24 .s o c s c oc K x K cV U H U H    (7) 
Comparisons with experimental spall stress data shown on the left in Fig. 2a are illustrative of several examples where 
the present spall strength model is in reasonable accord with data. Calculations based on quasi-static fracture toughness 
properties of the aluminum and uranium are compared with experimental spall stress measurements. Although less 
extensive, systematics of the spall strength data in the figure relate to the underlying mechanisms of spall failure, much like 
the fourth-power relation relates to failure in the steady structured shock wave. 
 
Fig. 2.  (a) Experimental spall data for aluminum and alpha-uranium [9][10][11][12][13].  Comparison with spall strength based on the spall failure model. 
Values of fracture toughness used are 30 MPa/m1/2 and 60 MPa/m1/2 for aluminum and uranium, respectively. (b) Fragment size data for aluminium and 
uranium alloy[18][19]. Comparison with fragment size prediction based on spall model. 
The functional form for the characteristic fragment size in Eq. (7) immerged, with modest modifications, in the early 
1980s [8][14][15].  More recently, studies [16][17] have attended to details of the fracture processes leading to improved 
fragment size predictions. Forms of Eq. (7) have been fruitful in providing sensible estimates of fragment size in numerous 
applications in dynamic fragmentation. Two noteworthy examples of dynamic fragmentation are shown in Fig. 2b. One 
study is provided by experiments in which circular rings of uranium 6% niobium (U6Nb) are subjected to impulsive radial 
expansion to failure and fragmentation [18]. Measurements of expansion velocity history and collection of fragments 
provide experimental fragment number (or average fragment size) versus strain rate at breakup.  Fragment size data and 
calculations from Eq. (7) are compared in the figure. The experimental data prefer a breakup toughness of the material close 
to 60 MPa m1/2, modestly lower than the 90-110 MPa m1/2 static fracture toughness of this uranium alloy. Strain rate 
dependence of fragment number is sensibly consistent with that inferred through the theory. A second set of fragmentation 
data is also shown in Fig. 2b. Fragmentation is achieved through high-velocity normal impact of aluminum spheres on thin 
aluminum plates [19]. Strain rates in the range of 105/s to 106/s are about two orders of magnitude higher than the expanding 
uranium ring experiments.  Both strain rate dependence and fragment size are reasonable predicted by Eq. (7). The data 
prefer a lower fracture toughness of about 15 MPa m1/2 as compared to a more representative fracture toughness of 
30 MPa m1/2 for the aluminum alloy.  Differences are probably a consequence of geometry assumptions in the model or 
alterations in fracture energy between the quasistatic and extreme strain rate fracture conditions. 
The objective of this section is demonstration of efficacy of the energy-based spall model through comparisons with the 
experimental spall and fragmentation data shown in Fig. 2; then to note that the energy-time product expressed by Eq. (6) is 
an invariant constant of the spall failure event. This spall model has demonstrated reasonable success in numerous 
applications of dynamic fracture and fragmentation over the past several decades. There are materials and material spall 
events where the model fails. Notable are brittle materials. An understanding is emerging, however, of dynamic spall and 
fragmentation of brittle solids within the context of the energy model [20]. Invariance of the energy-time product in the spall 
event, at least under certain optimal conditions, is the takeaway message of this section. 
4. Adiabatic Shear Failure 
The discussion on failure through spall emphasizes the elastic strain energy as the requisite energy fueling the failure 
process.  This is not always the case.  There are examples of dynamic failure where the character of failure is dominated by 
the kinetic energy field and the role of elastic strain energy is minimal.  The uniformly stretching metal wire, readily 
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replicated through the expanding ring experiment on ductile metals, is one example.  Another is adiabatic shear failure in 
metals. In both examples ductile deformation proceeds until load maximum in the force versus deformation occurs.  
Subsequent to load maximum, failure through fracture in the first example, or failure through adiabatic shear in the second, 
initiates and continues to failure completion.  At load maximum the problem is no longer hyperbolic and redistribution of 
momentum and energy in the failure process proceeds through momentum diffusion. The solution of this diffusion problem 
was first solved by Mott [21] and momentum transport in this mode has been termed a Mott wave. 
In this section the focus is on failure through adiabatic shear, and material response is assumed rigid-plastic to emphasize 
the role of the kinetic energy field in the failure process. A model of adiabatic shear is applied that has demonstrated 
reasonable success in predicting observed features of adiabatic shear failure [22][23]. Here, the model is pursued for the 
purpose of further revealing the commonalities of dynamic failure explored in this paper.  Namely, the model again leads to 
an energy-time or dissipative action invariant that parallels earlier discussions.  The mechanical and thermal basis of the 
model is motivated through the seminal theoretical works of Mott [21] and Semenov [24], respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 3.  (a)  Two-temperature model of the adiabatic shear band.   (b) Associated required dissipation energy and available transport kinetic energy as a 
function of time from onset to failure.  
The planar shearing geometry of an adiabatic shear band leads naturally to one-dimensional planar models of the shear 
localization event. (Space precludes the many references that should be cited here.) The criterion for onset of shear 
localization in the present model is that of achieving load maximum in the adiabatic shear stress versus strain response of 
the material.  At this point the stress, deformation, thermal and kinematic fields in the neighborhood of the nascent shear 
band are assumed uniform. Consequently, the material is on the plastic yield surface at the load-maximum shear stress oW  as 
well as at the load-maximum temperature oT  and plastic shear strain oJ .  Further, the material in the same neighborhood is 
undergoing uniform plastic deformation at an initial shearing rate of strain oJ .  Material properties deem critical to the shear 
localization event include the temperature rise mT  from failure onset to melt, thermal and heat transfer properties described 
through a specific heat c, a thermal diffusion coefficient F, and a material density U. 
The essence of the adiabatic shear failure model is illustrated in Fig. 3a. The model is based on energy considerations. 
Accordingly, two energies (energy per unit area) are specified, 
    2 31,        
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The requisite shear band dissipation energy is r* .  Shear band dissipation is fueled from the kinetic energy k*  residing in 
the adjacent deforming field. Width of the shear band is ( )a t . The distance ( )b t  spans the kinetic energy field fueling the 
dissipation event. Dissipation in the shear band necessitates the transport of momentum and energy from the neighboring 
kinetic energy field. Transport delay allows thickening of the adiabatic shear band through thermal conduction. The time-
dependent failure is captured through the two diffusion relations, 
 ( ) ,        ( ) o
o
a t t b t t
WF UJ   . (9) 
The shear band thickens through thermal diffusion due to the delay of energy transport. Transport time results from the Mott 
momentum diffusion relation where o oW UJ  provides a measure of the kinematic viscosity of the plastic deforming solid 
material.  Joining the time dependent relations in Eq. (9) with the corresponding energy expressions in Eq. (8) yields 
relations for the requisite dissipation energy and kinetic energy available at the shear band at any time after failure onset as 
plotted in Fig. 3b. The available kinetic energy is not sufficient to supply the necessary dissipation energy for 0 ot t  .  At 
the juncture ot t  the energies are equal and yields an adiabatic shear band dissipation energy per unit interface area of, 
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The model results in a direct prediction of the adiabatic shear band dissipation from readily available thermo-plastic metal 
properties. Although weakly dependent on strain rate, this energy expression is used to identify an adiabatic shear 
localization toughness of metals through the relation 2s oK G * , where G is the elastic shear modulus [25]. A shear-
band toughness of 75–100 MPa m1/2 for 304 stainless steel is calculated over the range of strain rates of experimental tests 
performed by Xue et al. [26] (~104/s to 105/s). Comparison with a reported fracture toughness of this metal of approximately 
100 MPa m1/2 exemplifies the remarkable accord found for a number of metals [25]. 
The width of the shear band oa  and transport distance ob  at failure are calculated from, 
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In adiabatic shear failure events accommodating multiple shear bands, twice the distance ob , is identified as the 
characteristic shear band spacing. This result is identical to the expression for the characteristic fragment size emerging 
from the model of spallation. The ratio of the two length scales is related to a solid Prandtl number through o ob a P .  
The dissipation energy per unit mass (specific energy) is calculated from o o obU *E . Accordingly, the specific 
dissipation energy and time to failure for adiabatic shear failure are, 
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The product of the failure energy and time to failure yields a property of the thermal and mechanical constants of the 
material, namely the dissipative action, which is independent of the rate of loading.   
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In this relation m o oc b t  is the average Mott diffusion speed over the adiabatic shear failure time. The ratio m oQ cTU W  
provides a dimensionless measure of the heat content to plastic dissipation propensity of the material. Note that the specific 
action and thermal diffusivity are dimensionally equivalent. 
The key points emerging from this analysis of adiabatic shear failure is that a constancy of the product of the dissipation 
energy and the formation time arises from the model. This invariance takes the same form as that in the development of the 
spall failure model. The spall model and the adiabatic shear model are bounding models in that the spall failure model relies 
strictly on elastic strain energy in the neighborhood of the fracture site fueling failure whereas the rigid-plastic adiabatic 
shear model depends on the neighboring kinetic energy field.  In practice, either mode of failure relies on both strain energy 
and kinetic energy.  The energy-time product takes the same form in both models; namely, the ratio of the interfacial 
dissipation energy to transport impedance; an elastic impedance in spall failure and diffusion impedance for adiabatic shear. 
5. The Failure Wave 
Delayed failure of a brittle solid subjected to an initial elastic shock wave is termed a failure wave. The seminal 
investigation of failure waves within the shock event is that of Kanel et al. [27] on glass. Constancy of the dissipative action 
in the failure wave event is strong on plausibility but weak on evidence.  Delayed failure is evident in the stress wave 
measurements of Kanel and co-workers. High speed photography [28] provides compelling evidence for delayed failure 
wave and fracture kinetics. In principle the model for spall depicted in Fig. 3, would give rise to a failure wave, or more 
specifically, delayed fracture failure when subject to a Heaviside load. Past work reveals that shock pressure and delay time 
to failure correlate. Whether invariance of dissipative action underlies the pressure and time correlation has yet to be 
demonstrated.  
Closely related to the failure wave is a criterion familiar to the energetic materials community. An energetic material 
subjected to a transient shock pressure wave is observed in many instances to obey the 2p W  rule [29]. Namely, an energetic 
material subjected to a transient pressure p must sustain the pressure for a time duration W for energetic reaction to ensue. 
Such delayed onset of reaction can be interpreted as a broader application of the failure wave concept. Applicability of the 
2p W  rule to onset of reaction in energetic materials can be viewed as yet another transient shock critical state event that may 
be governed by an invariant dissipative action principle. 
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6. Applications of the Dissipative Action 
Dissipative action underlies the dynamic spall and adiabatic shear failure models, as well as the fourth-power 
experimental observation of the structure shock wave. It is reasonable to ask whether there is a relationship among the 
action values associated with the different failure modes for a specific material.  Dissipative action for failure in the steady 
structured shock wave for the elemental metals can be determined directly from the experimental data. That for tensile spall 
or for adiabatic shear is best estimated from the respective models, particularly when benchmarked to experimental data.  
Two metals (6061-T6 aluminum and alpha-uranium) are selected for calculation. The specific dissipative action within the 
structured shock wave is determined with Eq. (1) directly from the experimental data of Fig. 1a. The experimental action for 
both metals is plotted on the left in Fig.  4a. 
 
Fig. 4.  (a) Dissipative action and calculated interface failure energy for aluminium and uranium.  (b) Calculations of the spacing and thickness of planar 
deformation features in the steady structured shock wave.  
The specific action can be calculated through the spall model or the adiabatic shear model from available strength and 
thermal data. The specific action calculations based on the two models are also included on the left in Fig. 4a. Dissipative 
action for aluminum assessed from the fourth-power plot and that calculated from the two dynamic failure models differ by 
orders of magnitude. Any relationship among the several action values seems unlikely. For uranium, the three values for the 
action are remarkably close, falling within about a factor of three of one another. 
The models for failure through tensile spall or adiabatic shear lead to a decomposition of the dissipative action into an 
energy * associated with interfacial dissipation and a characteristic impedance that governs the temporal formation of the 
deformation fabric.  For spall failure an elastic impedance ocU .  Rigid-plasticity in the adiabatic shear model dictates an 
impedance mcU  governed by momentum diffusion. It is reasonable to explore a similar decomposition in the steady shock 
wave dissipative action. Implicit is the assumption that failure in the structured shock wave entertains similar correlation 
dynamics and self-organization that is central to both the tensile spall and adiabatic shear models. The calculated interface 
energy for aluminum and uranium are shown on the right in Fig. 4a and compared with the static fracture energy for the two 
metals. Calculations are compared on the right in Fig. 4a.  For aluminum estimates of * yield about 60 J/m2 from the 
adiabatic shear model and about 220 J/m2 from the spall model, nearly two orders of magnitude lower than a static fracture 
energy of 5.9 kJ/m2.  For uranium the same calculations yield 5.5 kJ/m2 and 4.9 kJ/m2 for the respective failure models, 
reasonably close to the 15.6 kJ/m2 for the static fracture energy. The calculated energies speak to interface dissipation for 
planar deformation features within the spatial scale of the structured shock wave propagating within the metal. Estimates 
suggest that interface dissipation in uranium exceeds that in aluminum by about one order of magnitude. 
At this point there is no harm in continuing application of the key predictions of the tensile spall and adiabatic shear 
models to details of failure within the steady structured shock wave. Both models yield a measure of the nominal spacing of 
the deformation features characterizing the deformation fabric of the failure event.  Additionally, the adiabatic shear model 
provides an estimate of the spatial thickness of individual deformation features. A frame of reference for comparison of 
calculated length scales is the width of the structured shock wave within which deformation is constrained. Spatial scales 
plotted on the left in Fig. 4b are depicted in the sketch on the right.  Calculations span the strain rate range of the 
experimental data in Fig. 1a.  For both metals the models calculate that the dynamic self-correlation deformation process 
leads to a characteristic spacing of deformation features that is of the same order as the width of the shock wave. 
Deformation feature thicknesses for aluminum and uranium calculated through Eq. (11) are also plotted in Fig. 4b. 
Thickness estimates of the plastic deformation features as well as the width of the steady shock can be compared with the 
width of the plastic zone of quasi-static fracture in a ductile solid. The Dugdale relation provides a static fracture plastic 
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zone width shown in Fig. 4b close to 10-5 m for both aluminum and uranium. This size scale does not differ markedly from 
calculated steady-wave shear feature thicknesses for uranium. That for aluminum is about one order of magnitude smaller. 
Also of interest, the width of the steady structure shock wave exceeds the Dugdale fracture plastic zone width until strain 
rates approach about 108/s. 
7. Action 
A mention of classical action in physics is warranted. Action, and the principle of least action, owes its genesis to the 
insights of Maupertuis, Euler and probably Leibnitz in the mid-1700s; then defined as the integral over time of the kinetic 
energy or, equivalently, the momentum integrated over distance. The contemporary definition of action as the time integral 
over the Lagrangian was popularized by Feynmann and contemporaries [30] in or about the 1960s.  The historic action is 
now on occasion referred to as the abbreviated action. Invariance of the action in classical physics is more elusive. Action as 
an invariant appears in Hamiltonian mechanics. In periodic systems characterized by generalized action-angle coordinates, 
the action coordinate expressed as the time integral of the kinetic energy over one period, exhibits adiabatic invariance with 
respect to slow changes in energy relative to the frequency of motion. Application of classical adiabatic invariance of 
periodic systems to the formulation of early quantum mechanics follows from the efforts of Ehrenfest [31]. Energy 
dissipation in the dynamic failure event, and the subsequent equilibration of thermal energy through the normal mode 
structure of the solid material, suggests possible application of a comparable adiabatic invariance [4]. To date no 
relationship between the dissipative action and action relations emerging from classical physics has been established.   
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